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Aida A. Hozić and Juliana Restrepo Sanín look at the political and economic

realities of the war in Ukraine, the racialised and anti-gendered discourse that is

shaping political futures, and the silence on the war’s gendered and racialised

global effects that, once again, is marginalising the most vulnerable.

Feminist scholars stress two aspects of wars. First, they emphasise continuums

and circuits of violence, challenging the usual dichotomies of war and peace,

public and private, domestic and international. From the feminist perspective,

wars are not territorially bound and cannot be contained. They travel (and return)

with refugees, humanitarian workers, mercenaries, and veterans. They circulate

within the global economic system through arms trade, informal and illicit

markets, looted goods and drugs, and o�cial aid packages. And they are

enunciated by crime, extremism, and domestic violence and stretch into the future

through trauma, displacement, domestic abuse, addictions, and suicides among

survivors and veterans.
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Second, feminist scholars highlight enduring and transformative aspects of wars

– their ability to make and remake men, women, sexualities, and gender relations.

Wars can reshape women activism and participation but also entrench manly

power agreements even after the armed con�ict ends. They profoundly alter

economic landscape, creating new riches and destroying livelihoods with serious

consequences for gendered division of labour. Wars redistribute resources and

create new narratives of love and care as well as of loss, mourning, heroism, and

victimhood.

Because feminist scholars view these spatial and temporal aspects of war

differently, their analyses of wars always imply considerations of political futures

forged through con�ict and violence, and of the gendered power relations that

wars might enshrine. Thus, for feminists thinking about the current war in Ukraine,

it is not too soon to ask – what gendered prospects does this war generate? What

political and economic realities present and future might it bring about in Ukraine

and Europe but also in the rest of the world?

Wars redistribute resources and create new

narratives of love and care as well as of loss,

mourning, heroism, and victimhood.

Racialised discourse, anti-gender politics and white masculinity

There is an image whose contradictory messaging prompts us to ask these

questions, and one which frames our analysis: in the early days of the war, Polish

mothers left empty strollers at a train station welcoming Ukrainian women �eeing

the con�ict. The image quickly became iconic. It was subsequently recreated in

cities from Lviv to Montreal to San Francisco to symbolise children killed in the

war and to protest Russian invasion. The image and the installations evoke the
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cruelty of the Russian indiscriminate violence and elicit powerful emotional

responses.

But empty strollers also tap into the obsessive focus on reproductive and anti-

gender politics in Eastern Europe and beyond. Right-wing politicians capitalise on

fears about the emptiness of nations and spaces due to demographic decline and

exodus to the West. Racialised discourses about the in�ux of refugees from

Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq and elsewhere, informed by the Great Replacement

Theory, have structured political contestation since 2015.  The angst that white

Christians will be replaced by invaders from the Global South results in

identi�cation of (white) women with motherhood and desire to control them as

such. It has been the core of anti-gender politics in Poland and Hungary where

conservative governments have attempted to renew restrictions on abortion or

introduced stimuli for mothers to have more children.

Ethno-nationalists and white supremacists in Western Europe and the U.S. have

latched on to the same rhetoric, undermining women’s and LGBT rights in the

name of a racialised gender order that centres white masculinity. Ironically, Russia

itself has funded many of these transnational anti-gender movements and

portrayed LGBTQ rights and gender equality as existential threats to the nation.

The replication of these contradictory logics in the embrace of Ukrainian refugees

and mothers gives us pause when thinking about racial and gender politics that

are emerging from this war – not only in Ukraine or Russia but in Europe and the

world beyond.

An entrenched gendered economy

The contradictory messaging about Ukrainian women in the current war is

unsurprising as it builds upon years of their, often unrecognised and invisibilised,

contributions to the Ukrainian economy and the con�ict in Donbas. More than 5

million refugees have left Ukraine since the beginning of the war. Due to the

requirements for the men to stay and �ght, 90 per cent of the refugees are women

and children. They have joined 20 million Ukrainians already in diaspora, whose

remittances were contributing 10 per cent of the GDP before the Russian

invasion. In the post-Cold War period, women have consistently represented the

majority of Ukrainian labour migrants. For years, Ukraine was infamous as the

source country of tra�cked women and sexual exploitation in Europe, although

most Ukrainian women in diaspora found employment in care industry and
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domestic sector. And while the state bene�tted from their work in exile, women

migrants were portrayed as prostitutes and defectors because their exodus

contradicted the idealised vision of womanhood as the bedrock of the Ukrainian

national identity.

Two recent articles in Review of Political Economy further analyse the interplay of

gender, political economy and con�ict in Ukraine and ways in which they

invisiblise women. Jenny Mathers details gendered effects of Ukraine’s austere

economic restructuring under the conditions imposed by International Financial

Institutions (IFI), particularly the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World

Bank. The government had privatised state institutions, opened the land market,

and cut social services, education, and healthcare. The consequences of that

restructuring disproportionately fell on women.

Just as importantly, as military expenditures continued to rise since they were

excluded from IFI restructuring, and ongoing con�ict in Donbas demanded

gendered sacri�ces (men called to battle, women drawn into additional care work)

the resulting militarisation of the society protected Kyiv’s manly elites while

deepening the economic insecurities of women and households. Elliot Dolan-

Evans expands that analysis by focusing on the liberalisation of the gas market,

pushed by the IMF, which increased household energy expenditures by 4,000

percent between 2000 and 2019 (and 650 percent during the war in Donbas).

Rising cost of energy pushed women, especially in rural areas, into risky search

for biofuel and requiring that they compensate for increased prices of other

necessities (including water) with their own – additional – unpaid labour.

Feminist calls for military aid

There is no doubt that the Russian invasion of Ukraine has left few options – but

military – to Ukrainian citizens to defend themselves. Despite their courage and

surprising ability to rebuff Russian forces, the loss of life, reports of atrocities –

including of rape and other forms of gender-based violence – and the utter

destruction of physical infrastructure, agricultural production, and livelihood have

been devastating. Instead of calling for peace and negotiations, as essentialist

notions would expect, some Ukrainian feminists are urging their colleagues in the

West to understand the need for increased military aid and advanced weapons

systems. The presumed feminist paci�sm has given way to feminists lobbying on

behalf of the Ukrainian army and demanding additional resources to �ght against
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the aggressor: weapons, airplanes, body armour, drones, a no-�y zone. And

although women were not included in the negotiations of the Minsk agreement

and are not a part of any of the negotiations between Ukraine and Russia

currently under way, they have signi�cant representation in Ukrainian military and

have readily mobilised in the war as �ghters, weapons procurers, information war

activists, aids and soldiers.

The current war is exponentially increasing and redistributing these well

researched gendered economic and military pressures on women in Ukraine. And

yet, as Mila O’Sullivan has shown, gender considerations are largely absent from

Western policy responses to the Russian invasion. This is unlikely to change when

the con�ict ceases as the Ukrainian National Action Plan (NAP) for Women Peace

and Security (WPS) agenda implementation is focused on women in security

forces and their role in the country’s ability to defend itself to the exclusion of all

other issues as well as the gendered impact of the war on civilians. In other

words, the NAP itself embodies contradictory expectations placed on women by

this war, underscoring tensions between militarization and legitimate defence,

gender equality and sacri�ce, combat and motherhood.

Instead of calling for peace and negotiations, as

essentialist notions would expect, some Ukrainian

feminists are urging their colleagues in the West to

understand the need for increased military aid

and advanced weapons systems. The presumed

feminist paci�sm has given way to feminists

lobbying on behalf of the Ukrainian army and

demanding additional resources to �ght against
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the aggressor: weapons, airplanes, body armour,

drones, a no-�y zone.

Global gendered effects

Since wars travel and their reach extends far beyond con�ict zones, Russian

invasion and Western sanctions are also resonating throughout the world, with

profound implications for racial and gender relations. In addition, the war is

happening in a world still going through and not fully recovered from a pandemic

that is estimated to have killed nearly 15 million people, left several thousand

disabled or with long-term illness, disturbed global and regional supply chains,

increased in�ation, poverty, and inequality. It is, therefore, even more alarming that

the con�ict, might cause the gravest food crisis in the world since WWII.

The rise in energy prices and the costs of fertilisers are compounding its effects

while intersecting with great power competition across the globe. About 80 per

cent of the wheat that Lebanon imported in 2020 came from Ukraine. The

country’s free-falling economy is taking a further hit and the increase in food

prices is sending most of its population into poverty. In Sri Lanka, street lights had

to be turned off because of the deepening economic crisis, with signi�cant

implications for women’s security and mobility. In Peru, protests over energy

prices have led to violent clashes with the police and government-imposed

curfew, that risks increasing gender-based violence at home, as it did with the

pandemic lockdowns. Even these few highlighted cases quickly demonstrate that

the wide-ranging impact of the war is likely to lead to increases in domestic and

gender-based violence, already at historic high because of the pandemic.

Since wars travel and their reach extends far

beyond con�ict zones, Russian invasion and
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Western sanctions are also resonating throughout

the world, with profound implications for racial

and gender relations.

The war in Ukraine, like all wars, affects and transforms gender relations. Silences

about the war’s gendered and racialised global effects, which characterise current

Western responses to the Russian invasion, are troubling. As feminists, we fear

that the war’s price will be paid – as is often the case – by the most vulnerable,

both in Ukraine and elsewhere. We are also concerned that to ignore gender and

race in discussions about the war’s conduct now may lead to renewed

marginalisation of more just and equitable gender and racial policies later.

Feminist scholars and activists – especially in the comforts of the West – have a

lot to learn from their Ukrainian counterparts. They must acknowledge the

legitimate agency and needs of Ukrainian feminists for their defence and the

plurality of demands that wars place upon those who are �ghting for survival.

Their perspective forces us to re-envision the Women Peace and Security agenda,

not just as a mechanism for the inclusion of women, either as victims or

combatants, in the aftermath of war and in peace, but as a mechanism to think

about the gendered and racialised effects of war, and to reimagine a new world

order not governed by domination and imperialism but one based on

collaboration, reciprocity, equity, and justice. To imagine this war as a war of

democracy against autocracy, as it is often described, demands that supporters

of democracy in the East and the West recognise and address the multiple

contradictions of war and peace, and confront anti-democratic policies and

rhetoric at home as much as abroad.

The views, thoughts and opinions expressed in this blog post are those of the

author(s) only, and do not necessarily re�ect LSE’s or those of the LSE Centre for

Women, Peace and Security.
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